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Recurly Analytics

Actionable Insights for Competitive Advantage

Subscription businesses rely on Recurly Analytics to make informed 

decisions to support and grow their business. Subscriber and billing 

data—along with trends over time—provide a measure of business 

health, subscriber engagement, and customer loyalty, now and in 

the future. 

Optimizing revenue is a function of building and maintaining customer 

loyalty. This is accomplished by aligning the most compelling products 

and services with the subscribers that will be most inclined to remain 

loyal paying customers well into the future—maximizing customer 

lifetime value (LTV).

Recurly Analytics—which includes a dashboard, dynamic graphs, and 

key performance indicators (KPI)—give our customers a clear overview 

of the current state of their business, along with insights into how to 

improve it. Subscription businesses can easily track their churn rates, 

subscriber growth rates for top plans, or changes in ARPU (average 

revenue per user) and then devise strategies to improve performance.
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Recurly Analytics

What will Recurly Analytics allow subscriptions businesses to do?

Gain instant visibility into essential 

business metrics

Quickly review billings, monthly recurring 

revenue (MRR), and subscriber and plan data

See growth rates of subscribers and revenue 

Understand the factors impacting the growth 

(or decline) of recurring revenue and subscriber 

numbers*

Understand reasons for retention and churn 

Analyze cohort retention rates over time and 

the underlying reasons for churn*

Track recovered revenue

Know exactly how much revenue Recurly 

recovers for you each month through our 

automated revenue recovery processes, 

including revenue that would have been 

lost to churn

Compare plan performance

Optimize your offering by understanding 

which plans outperform the rest based on 

eight key performance indicators, for example, 

trial conversions or customer lifetime value

* Available in Professional and Enterprise plans only
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Recurly Analytics

Actionable data to monitor trends and 
understand results

Measuring results and understanding factors that contribute to growth 

are critical for intelligent decision-making. Recurly Analytics provides 

meaningful subscriber, plan, and revenue data that is necessary to 

optimize a recurring-revenue business. Having immediate access to 

key data lets businesses respond quickly and make changes that will 

improve their bottom line.

Some highlights of our new Analytics include:

Key metrics to measure business health

An up-to-date view of results and trends over time is crucial to 

understanding the overall health of a business. How is the business 

doing compared to last month or last year? Our dashboard shows 

at a glance how the business is performing, in terms of both current 

numbers and how they compare to previous time periods. If churn 

suddenly spikes or MRR drops, Recurly merchants will see the change 

and be able to investigate the cause with one of our in-depth reports.
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Churn Report

Churn is lost revenue, eating into a subscription business’ 

sales and marketing achievements. Understanding churn 

and what’s causing sudden changes in a merchant’s churn 

rate is critical to fostering continued growth and long-term 

success. Are end customers unhappy with the product or 

service, or was there an increase in declined transactions? 

Have you made changes in your offering that are having 

adverse effects? Recurly’s churn report lets our merchants 

quickly identify changes of interest and understand the top 

reasons for subscription expirations.

Recurly Analytics

MRR Growth*

As an aggregated measure, monthly recurring revenue 

(MRR) provides a general gauge of the health of a business, 

but more specifics are needed to truly understand the levers 

affecting growth and success. Are changes in MRR being 

driven primarily by new customers or existing customers? 

How are upsells and downgrades by existing customers 

affecting total recurring revenue? How does churn impact 

MRR? Knowing the reason for changes in MRR is just as 

important as the change itself. 

* Available in Professional and Enterprise plans only



Plan Performance‡

A subscription business’ success is dependent on the growth of their subscriber base and strong subscriber retention 

rates. Knowing how subscription plans are performing enables our customers to continually optimize their business. Is a 

monthly or an annual plan the most profitable? How do changes in price affect retention rates? Merchants can gauge their 

success by comparing subscription plans on eight key metrics, including LTV, trial conversions, churn, movements into and 

out of a plan, and revenue growth. Or, they can view and compare data for a single plan’s performance over time.

Recurly Analytics

‡ Available in Enterprise plans only
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Recurly provides enterprise-class recurring billing management for thousands of 
subscription-based businesses worldwide.

Recurly.com
+1.844.732.8759  sales@recurly.com

© 2018 Recurly, Inc. All rights reserved.

REQUEST A DEMO

Recurly Analytics

Insights + Optimization = Revenue Growth

Recurly Analytics enables our customers to understand exactly how their 

subscription business is performing based on the metrics critical to a 

recurring-revenue model. Recurly customers use these insights to build their 

customer base, improve plan performance and profits, and ultimately create 

a strong recurring-revenue business. Recurly Analytics provides businesses 

with tremendous competitive advantage by greatly increasing the speed 

with which key optimization opportunities can be revealed.

https://recurly.com/
mailto:sales%40recurly.com%20?subject=
https://info.recurly.com/demo-request

